MEETING MINUTES
of the
PLANNING BOARD
TOWN OF BELMONT, NH
MONDAY, AUGUST 17, 2020 – 5:00 PM
SITE VISIT: 308 DEPOT STREET
PURSUANT TO EARTH EXCAVATION CASE 10-19P

Members Present: Chairman Peter Harris, Ward Peterson, Richard Pickwick and Dennis Grimes
Others Present: Kevin Sturgeon, Charles Lewis, Andy Bennett, James Deware, Attorney Robert Dietel, Jeff Cloutier, David Maclean, Cory Gukwa, Land Use Technician Rick Ball and Town Planner Dari Sassan

Introductions
The meeting was convened at approximately 5:00 PM in the vicinity of Pike’s scale house at 308 Depot Street. Mr. Sassan explained that this meeting would not include a public hearing. He said that testimony would not be received and that deliberation would not take place.

Site visit
Attendees drove to a point which provided a view of the proposed excavation area from one side and a view of a nearby beaver pond from another side. Mr. Cloutier and Attorney Dietel oriented attendees to the general vertical and horizontal limits of the proposed site. They identified the location of the existing quarry pond, an existing beaver lodge and beaver dam and they provided answers to questions regarding the location of other features.

Adjournment
The meeting adjourned at approximately 5:45 PM.

Prepared by,

Dari Sassan
Town Planner